
Benefits for you ... 
It’s as easy as: Size. Swing. Seal
Quattro FX for Her gives you the tools to achieve the 
best fit for your patients—first time, every time. The 
custom-made sizing tool and Swing Seal fitting 
technique simplify the sizing, fitting and sealing 
process ... saving you time, money and additional 
patient visits.

Time and cost savings
The suspension-like combination of the Spring Air™ 
cushion and Spring frame means forehead support 
is unnecessary. Eliminating an additional point of 
adjustment, fitting Quattro FX for Her is fast  
and straightforward.

Therapy acceptance
Quattro FX for Her is designed to provide performance, 
comfort and a feeling of openness, helping users 
accept and continue therapy … at titration and beyond.

... and your patients
Quality and performance retained 
New technologies in the Spring Air cushion and  
Spring frame offer the stability and angular 
adjustment provided by conventional forehead  
support features. Quattro FX for Her offers the  
quality and performance needed, in a less  
obtrusive full face mask.

Freedom to be
Fewer points of contact with the face reduce  
the chances of skin irritation; a clear line of sight 
helps break down the physical and emotional  
barriers associated with full face therapy.

A good night’s sleep
With headgear hair management options,  
Quattro FX for Her fits in with her personal  
style ... hair can be worn up or down, and  
over or under the headgear straps. 

Quattro™ FX for Her is a light, unobtrusive full face mask, 
providing users with an effective alternative to conventional 
full face therapy.

Designed especially for women

Less mask. More you

Quattro  FX for HerTM

FULL FACE MASK
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Technology highlight
Size. Swing. Seal NEW

Sizing, fitting and sealing Quattro FX for Her is fast and straightforward. 

The custom-made sizing tool provides an easy and accurate  
sizing process.

Once sized correctly, fitting the mask is easy too, with the  
Swing Seal technique:

Quattro FX for Her: fits right, seals securely ... first time.
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Flexible, durable Spring frame 
is strong enough to stabilise the mask on the  
face, and soft enough to accommodate user  
movement during sleep

Contoured cushion 
membrane around 
sensitive nasal bridge 
area rolls and inflates  
to gently meet the nose  
rather than stretch over itSet-and-forget headgear clips 

are easy to grip for attaching and detaching,  
and retain desired headgear settings

Swivel  
offers a convenient way to connect  
and disconnect air tubing

Built-in vent design  
disperses air gently and quietly

360° elbow rotation 
positions the tubing for ease of use

Dual-wall, Spring Air cushion 
provides soft, even pressure distribution 

Clear line of sight 
and a feeling of openness created by a  
full face mask that starts mid-way on the  
nasal bridge; a smaller frame also makes  
side-sleeping more comfortable

New, tension-reducing 
headgear design 
features a contoured crown 
strap that sits snug at the 
top of the head and avoids 
the sensitive area around  
the back of the neck

Caters for her  
personal style 
Whether the user has long 
or short hair, wears it tied up 
or untied, the Quattro FX for 
Her headgear is comfortable 
and convenient … and it’s 
finished in a more feminine 
colour scheme, just for her

Firstly position the  
cushion at an angle  
on the nasal bridge ... 

... then swing the  
lower half of the mask 
down against the face  
to seal. 
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Quattro  FX for HerTM

FULL FACE MASK
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Product Codes
          Europe 1 Europe 2  Europe 3 

Small    62518 62520 62522 

Medium   62519  62521 62523 

Europe 1:  English (UK), French, German and Italian (Switzerland) 
Europe 2:  English, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish
Europe 3:  English, Czech, Dutch (Belgium), French (Belgium), German (Belgium), Greek, 

Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Spanish and Turkish


